
 

Price Sheet 
 

A La Carte 
Annual Hosting          $325 or $29/mo 

 Includes basic support / modifications (approx 1 hour/year) 

 Featured listing upgrade on MarineSurveyor.com 
Annual Domain          $75 or $6.99/mo 

 Domain selection assistance and acquisition 

 Expiration protection 

 Private upgrade (limits the scam emails and letters) 
Annual Featured Listing        $150 or $13/mo 

 Priority listing in searches 

 List credentials 

 List “accepts assignments in” specialties 

 Custom bio 

 Photo – helps potential clients feel more connected 

 ***Included at no extra cost for hosting clients*** 
 

New Website Packages 
The Full Boat         $1,195 

 New, from scratch professional website (7 pages) 

 1 year of hosting included 

 Your own domain name (e.g. BestMarineSurveyor.com) 

 Featured listing on MarineSurveyor.com 

 Basic SEO 

 1 year free BoatPokers 

 *Additional pages may require additional time and expense 
Re-Power         $895 

 For clients with existing websites needing an overhaul 

 1 year of hosting included 

 Upgraded professional website 

 If needed, your own domain name (e.g. BestMarineSurveyor.com) 

 Featured listing on MarineSurveyor.com 

 Basic SEO 

 1 year of free BoatPokers 
 
NOTE: Building a new or overhauled website requires your input and assistance. Plan some time to 
spend with Jenny to discuss your ideas and preferences so she can do a great job for you. 
 
NOTE: Spend some time looking at other websites in the marine industry and copy their links for 
Jenny. It will help her visualize what you like and want.  
  



 
 

Professional Consulting Services ($125/hr) 
 

MarineSurveyor.com is made up of: 
Geoff Grainger, AMS, CMI (Proprietor) 
Jenny Bublitz (Web designer, support, and SEO) 
Scott Watry (Customer service and sales) 
 
We offer support and consulting services to the marine surveyor community, often at NO COST, client 
or not. If we can answer a quick question or prevent you from getting scammed, we want to do that 
for you. We hope you will consider giving us your business someday, in return. 
 
Getting into deeper subjects like domain-based email support, SEO (search engine optimization), or 
other technical topics, we are available at $125/hr to help you. If you are not satisfied with our 
assistance, we will charge you nothing.  
 
Most surveyors want a set it and forget it solution that they can update prices or credentials every so 
often, or maybe add some pictures. Some want to be more aggressive in their marketing.  
 
We want to help the surveyor community by giving them a reliable team of people to address their 
needs and concerns. When you call, you will probably get my voicemail. Leave me a message and I will 
return your call. No waiting on hold, no support screening with multiple transfers, and articulate and 
knowledgeable consult from me or my team, depending on your needs.  
 
I get asked about 24/7 support. We have all called that number. Sit on hold listening to bad music, 
talk to someone who you can barely understand, and rarely can help. Get transferred to multiple 
people all to find out that they are “working on the problem” while you have lost an hour or more of 
your time.  
 
We all use reliable servers, so it is about what we offer beyond just hosting. I can’t be the cheapest 
because I have skilled solid people backing my offerings. What I am offering is a face to meet, a hand 
to shake, and even a throat to choke. Beyond that, add-ons that no one else can offer (see above). I’ll 
be rotating through conferences as I am able and you can find me there. I’m a SAMS surveyor since 
2010 so I know much of the business and can help you accordingly. I want to get and keep your 
business so you don’t have to worry about your web presence and you can just go out and make 
money. We are a small community and word gets around so we have to do our best. And I want to. 
Tell me what I can do for you.  

 


